Current market conditions present real opportunities for Risk Managers, brokers and insurers to create joint, scalable captive solutions that provide local and global benefits. AIG has a long and successful history of delivering captive fronting solutions to clients throughout the world through our dedicated, award-winning Multinational captive fronting team.

We have a proven track record of designing, implementing and servicing robust and compliant global solutions across multiple lines of business. With $2.3bn in premium flowing to AIG-client captives each year, we are looking to partner with more Risk Managers to tailor solutions to meet their strategic captive-related objectives.

Delivering Multinational Captive Solutions

Dedicated Multinational captive fronting team
- Dedicated team of 50+ global fronting specialists
- Credit, Claims, Underwriting, Multinational Client Servicing
- Located in UK, EMEA, North America, Bermuda, APAC and Latin America

Early partnership with Risk Managers
- Design as important as implementation
- Active engagement to discuss and plan customised solutions
- Solutions aligned to company and its challenges

Decades of captive fronting experience
- Award-winning captive fronting team
- Direct underwriting authority, local decision-making
- Local knowledge from network of over 200 territories

Wide captive fronting product range
- Underwriting expertise across most products, including:
  - Traditional Property, Casualty, A&H lines
  - Supply Chain, Cyber, and Specialty lines
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